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overview
the format’s virtual,
the friendship’s real

travel is on hold for the
moment... in the meantime,
iéseg network is taking you
on a journey to discover the
beautiful island of hong kong...

To celebrate its 50th birthday in line with
current health restrictions, IÉSEG Network
is planning to bring together alumni from
all over the world with its “Virtual Afterworld”.
This is an innovative format that invites
alumni to meet up via Zoom, no matter where
they live and even if the Network does not
have a club in their country. To make communication easier, there is a limit to the number
of guests who can join each session… so why
not make some new friends or business
contacts. The first meeting takes place in
February, and there will be more spread
throughout the coming year.

More information p.08

@ More information: v.pellegrino@ieseg.fr

meet up to move forward
Proof that your Network is constantly coming
up with new ideas… IÉSEG Network is launching the “PGP Alumni Spotlight”, a series
of intra-program Zoom meetings for Post
Graduate Program students and alumni.
These meetings are part of the School's project
for the “Integration and engagement of international students” and aim to strengthen links
between students and alumni, to help them
get a foothold in the job market and promote
a feeling of belonging to the School. They
will feature one-hour informal discussions
in English with two or three alumni to discuss
a variety of useful topics such as how to build
your network, living abroad etc..
@ More information: a.lamonaca@ieseg.fr

opening doors...
Axel Fenaux (Grande École 2016) and Solène
Loeur (Grande École 2018), the founders of
Revlys, a travel agency specialising in tailormade stays in France, had the idea of launching an advent calendar with a difference:
last December, they gave away a gift every day
to their Instagram subscribers, in collaboration
with a number of French brands committed
to the sustainable local economy. Many alumni
were involved: Brasserie Georgette (Pauline
Mabit - Grande École 2005), HelloPierrette
(Céline Moreau - Grande École 2014), Les Petits
Prödiges (Clémentine Granet and Camille
Brégeaut - Grande École 2015), Wepicurien
(Romain Vesse-Letoffe - Grande École 2017) and
Le Comptoir des Artisans (Cyril Centogambe Grande École 2014).

@ More information: https://revlys.fr

We are sure you’ve heard of “Club IÉSEG Au
Féminin”. If you want to invest in educating
the general public about the place of women
in society and business, reflect on and discuss
certain issues, broaden your horizons and build
up a friendly, supportive and caring network
then join the movement!

@ More information: a.lamonaca@ieseg.fr
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ladies, join the club!
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our wonderful family
When I joined IÉSEG Network in 2009 to help grow
its Network of graduates, it had 3,000 alumni. Eleven
years later, we are approaching 12,000! But as our
power has increased, we have made sure we never
lose sight of our DNA, our values and our “raison
d’être”: conversations, facilitating meetings and
helping one another. And all of this without
forgetting to share that "special something",
the IÉSEG spirit that makes us so proud to be
part of the same community.
These eleven years spent at your side have
shown how attached you all are to our School.
You learned a lot there, you were shaped by your
experiences and you met some unforgettable people.
You stood shoulder to shoulder, you danced and sang
together, then you spread your wings and took flight,
never forgetting to share your news with us or get
involved in our activities and events.
The vitality of our Network is down to you. IÉSEG
Network is made up of thousands of conversations,
internships and jobs landed, businesses created,
contracts signed, friendships formed and even some
romantic encounters! This new issue shines a light
on the variety of opportunities with stories that are
always inspiring. On the eve of our 50th birthday,
we want to say thank you for the role you play,
each in your own way, in this wonderful adventure
which reminds us more than ever that you have
to give in order to receive...
Laëtitia Dugrain Noël - IÉSEG Network Director
(Grande École 2008)
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what’s new?

new recruits for the incubator

Credit: Grégory Dunon

IÉSEG Incubator’s class of January 2020

The Executive MBA graduation ceremony was due to
take place in June, but the pandemic put paid to that!
Nevertheless, IÉSEG was determined to mark the occasion
and rose to the challenge in style.
It was a tough brief: to give graduates a memorable experience
that felt like a momentous occasion, despite all the restrictions.
A decision was quickly taken to send out the diplomas by post
with the focus on the "Unpacking Experience”. The School pulled
out all the stops: graduates received a beautiful box containing
their long-awaited diploma, a mortarboard hat, an IÉSEG Network
brochure, and a few other little treats in IÉSEG colours. Grégory
Dunon recalls the day his arrived in the post: “Opening this
package with my wife, locked-down at my home in Paris, was
a very special moment. The two years spent with an amazing
group of people have been a real honour. Thank you to everyone
who was part of this unforgettable journey, I look forward
to celebrating altogether with you when the time comes”.
And there is no doubt that will happen...

Credit: IÉSEG

exec degrees are a gift!

The IÉSEG Incubator, whose aim is to help the entrepreneurs of tomorrow become agents for change, recently
welcomed 11 new businesses.
Joining the Incubator means getting access to a space dedicated
to start-ups with professional support to develop and maximise
your chance of success. We wish the new recruits all the best and
hope they will flourish in this exciting environment. The Incubator's
team has been working for several months on new themes: being
open to the outside world, supporting project leaders in social
enterprises and the solidarity-based economy, and co-creating
programs for the most vulnerable groups. 2021 will be a year
of achievement. We will of course be keeping you posted!
@ More information: https://incubateur.ieseg.fr

new impetus this summer

@ More information: v.salmon@ieseg.fr

Do you remember that in the past, Entrance Exams could
be taken in 20 cities around France, sometimes in small
centres, other times in huge venues? This year, they are
reinventing themselves to adapt to the current circumstances.
Starting this year, applicants will no longer need to attend
an external centre and will take their written exams online
on April 8. These will be monitored remotely (by webcam
and microphone), and candidates will be identified by facial
recognition and then go to a secure platform which prevents
them consulting other services for the duration of the exam.
The connection will be guaranteed even in the event of an
internet or electricity failure. Another new feature is that
from spring 2022, ACCÈS will be offering a joint exam for
parallel admissions at Bac + 2 /+ 3 levels for 3rd and 4th
year entries to the “Grande École” programmes of the three
institutions (ESSCA, ESDES and IÉSEG).
@ More information: c.verdriere@ieseg.fr
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entrance exams adapt
to testing times
After a memorable 2019 session and the event's cancellation
in 2020 due to COVID, the IÉSEG Summer University
is making its comeback on June 11 at Paris La Défense.
Here’s what’s in store!
The chosen theme should resonate with many alumni after
the events of 2020 - a year unlike any other: “New momentum,
recovery and regaining your balance”. This is a vast subject which
should provoke some interesting discussions and will no doubt
raise awareness. Two plenary sessions, two round table cycles and
two workshops will give participants the opportunity to approach
this subject from all angles. As always, interaction and conviviality
are the key words for this event that is open to everyone and is a reminder of the extent to which the School is in tune with the issues
of the day. Prices and a link for registration will be available soon.
@ More information: v.boistard@ieseg.fr

what’s new?

calculated risk
IÉSEG is pleased to announce the creation of a new research centre
- iRisk - dedicated to the study of risk and uncertainty. These subjects
are more topical than ever for the decision-makers and managers
of today and tomorrow.
Cutting-edge research
This new centre brings together a dozen teacher-researchers on the Lille and
Paris campuses with expertise in the fields of decision theory, behavioural and
experimental economics, environmental economics, health economics and finance.
They are currently conducting cutting-edge research, organising events related
to risk and uncertainty, and helping to train the next generation of managers
in decision-making, risk analysis and related disciplines.

A wide range of applications
Loïc Berger, CNRS researcher and professor at IÉSEG (photo 1), set out the scope
of his work: “Our research deals with a wide range of subjects from theoretical
contributions on risk and ambiguity to applied research focused on issues as
varied as savings, portfolio choice and climate and health policy. Our aim is to
Crédit: IÉSEG

better understand these particularly complex issues and to contribute to key areas
of public policy development.” At a time of uncertainty, one thing’s for sure, this is
not the last time we’ll hear from iRisk!
@ More information: https://irisk.ieseg.fr

iéseg village moves ahead

Credit: IÉSEG Network

Credit: Barbara Grossmann

a world of opportunities

Confronted by the pandemic, IÉSEG has continued to
adapt and reinvent itself. Here’s the latest example with
the first 100% digital version of the Business Forum.

Good news: despite the pandemic, work on the new
IÉSEG Village is progressing rapidly. Phase 1 should
be completed in a few weeks…

A few figures to begin with: 1,500 students, 75 companies,
two days of discussion and business opportunities. But what’s
more important than the numbers, is the quality of the 500
interviews which took place virtually and which impressed all the
participants. Everyone played their part and they were all happy
with the outcome of the forum: companies were able to maintain
links with our students, recruit new talent, and also raise the
visibility of their employer brand. Many future graduates made
valuable contacts and found internships. Thank you to all those
who contributed to the smooth running of this event! See you
on March 12 for another 100% virtual day dedicated to business
opportunities in France and abroad.

The IÉSEG Network Real Estate Club was able to get a sneak
preview of the impressive construction site on January 14.
“We can already see what it will be like!” said one of the participants, impressed by the technology being used: heating supplied
by the local heating network, rainwater recovery, triple glazing,
etc. The group then met in a lecture hall for a presentation of
the next phase of development before saying goodbye - in order
to be home before the curfew! An update on the work so far: after
the demolition of the Block A extension, a new four-storey building
has been constructed. The second phase is due to begin soon and
will involve the renovation of the current Block A and the creation
of a space between Blocks A and B - a wonderful living area that
we look forward to showing you!

@ More information: a.rousseau@ieseg.fr

@More information: p.buisine@ieseg.fr
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entrepreneurs speak

With Les Petits Radis, Arnaud
and Karina want to help children
reconnect with nature.

arnaud lemay and karina delpierre
petits radis takes root
Did you know that 25% of children ignore that French fries are made from potatoes? Arnaud Lemay (Grande École 2002) and
Karina Delpierre (Grande École 2009) took this as the starting point for their business - Les Petits Radis. Launched in 2017,
the venture gives young people the opportunity to discover how the vegetables they eat are grown using kits (plants and/
or seeds to be sown) and activity sheets. Find out more about their concept in this interview, guaranteed pesticide-free!
you are both iéseg graduates but you got to know each
other several years after your studies. tell us about it?

what role does each of you play?

We met when we were both working for the Adeo Group: Arnaud worked
at Leroy Merlin (as garden sector manager) while Karina was CSR project
manager at Adeo. We both took part in an in-house “Start-up weekend”
and won an award for the environmental aspect of our project. This made
us want to take it further: Adeo offered us the opportunity to develop our
idea as intrapreneurs. We were at the Euratechnologies business incubator,
then in a BGE incubator. We launched the first “Kitkipouss” and set up our
company in September 2017. It was at that moment we decided to stand
on our own two feet...

sing and finance. Karina manages product creation, communication and

what is the idea behind les petits radis concept?
We were interested in the link between children and nature because we
know that it’s more essential than ever for their well-being. With Les Petits
Radis, we are offering families and schools the opportunity to strengthen
this link by helping young people learn how to grow the vegetables they eat.
What we do is based on teaching
material (subscription and kits),
but also on a selection of books
and games related to this theme.
Our approach is 100% ethical
and we are now recognised as
a sustainable social enterprise.

“we share the same values and we did the same
training, which helps
us to work together…”
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We complement one another: Arnaud takes care of the logistics, purchapartnerships. We both work on the commercial development of the project.
Sharing common values and having done the same training helps us work
together. We often talk about IÉSEG and our memories of studying there...

what are your links with the iéseg community?
We have already taken some interns from the School and we keep a
close link with the Network. We appear in the Christmas catalogue and
particularly enjoy seeing the creativity and diversity of projects by our
fellow graduates or other year groups. We have also taken part in round
table discussions and conferences with students. Sharing is always very
rewarding: it gives you energy.

what are your goals in the medium term?
We want to make the company sustainable and expand the team to
introduce Les Petits Radis to as many children as possible in France.
We are taking it step by step and counting on IÉS! readers to try out
our concept with their families and talk about it with others!

@ More information: www.lespetitsradis.fr

Credit: Bruno Hervein

flash-back

Bruno is always
willing to give up his time
to share his expertise.

bruno hervein
sharing the love
Bruno Hervein (Grande École 1994) has so much to thank IÉSEG for: a first-class education, internships which helped him
find his niche - a brilliant career in Telecoms and IT - and enduring friendships. Now in charge of B2B development for Orange
in the Health, Education and Public Sector for the area north of Paris, he never misses an opportunity to give something back.
to the School. We talk to this eternal optimist, who is always looking out for others… and towards the future.
why did you choose
iéseg after your
baccalaureate?

what memories
do you have of your
five years of study?

iéseg foundation:
be like bruno!

what is your
best memory?
and your worst?

I was interested in a
general Business School
type training, but
I couldn't see the point of
a preparatory course like
HEC. The Bac +5 course
offered by IÉSEG appealed
to me, all the more so
because at the time, IÉSEG
was a pioneer in offering
this format of study.
In 1989, the slogan of the
French TV channel M6
was “the little channel
that’s on the way up”.
IÉSEG reminded me
of this channel: it was
the Business School that
was on the way up. I was
absolutely right because
now in 2021, everyone has
heard of IÉSEG and M6!

There are so many. The

many people, I forged

"I realise that thanks to
IÉSEG, I have been able to
benefit from a first-class education and great professional
opportunities. As a graduate,
for several years now I have
supported its Foundation
whose objective is to assist
students in financial difficulty
with interest-free loans
and scholarships. I've had the
satisfaction of supporting
young people and encouraging them to pursue their
higher education goals.
I would invite each of you
to give what you can so that
as many talented young
people as possible can
become managers!"

I will never forget moving
to the brand new Lille
campus at 3 rue
de la Digue in 1990,
or the School celebrating
its 30th birthday in 1994.
Since then, its development has continued apace,
thanks to the efforts of
Jean-Philippe Ammeux
and his teams. I don't
really have any bad
memories, I just feel sorry
that I couldn't take part in
an exchange to Germany
because I didn't have
a good enough mark.
However, the term I spent
in Canada is an experience
I will never forget.

friendships that are still

@ https://fondation.ieseg.fr

internships which meant
I could try different sectors and work out where
I wanted to work: for
example, I realised that
the banking sector was
not for me. It was by
dipping my toe in the
Telecoms sector in
England that things
suddenly fell into place!
On a personal level,
I really appreciated the
caring atmosphere at
IÉSEG - though that didn’t
mean that expectations
weren’t high! And like

going strong 30 years later.

what links do you have
with the school today?
I sit on the jury for IÉSEG
interview panels and
regularly attend Network
events. These are always
a great opportunity to get
together. I love the IÉSEG
Network: it's a big family
where everyone can find
what they’re looking for:
whether it be an internship,
a job, a new business and
sometimes even love!
Finally, my regular contact
with the School reinforces
my view that it is
well placed to invent
the Business School
of the 21st century!

@ More information:
bruno.hervein@orange.com
www.orange-business.com
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international

Since arriving in Hong Kong
in 2012, Aurélie has seen it all!

aurélie lehman guignard
mad about hong kong
As soon as she graduated, Aurélie Lehman Guignard (Grande École 2012) had just one aim: to go to Asia.
Her determination paid off as a few months later she flew to Hong Kong, a fascinating, sprawling place that
is full of contrasts. Here she looks back on eight years of learning and challenges... and rooftop parties!

Career path
Aurélie found her first
job in Hong Kong at
a French start-up that
was launching an online
business in childcare
products. She then
joined the TV5 Monde
Asia Pacific group to
develop its digital community before moving
into event management.
For four years, she
organised French and
international cultural
events. She now works
for Marie-Hélène de
Taillac, an upmarket
brand of jewellery
specialising in precious
stones.

IÉS! No.9 - FEBRUARY 2021

when did you first think about moving abroad?

Switzerland and the USA. Until the COVID crisis, I was travelling

I’d always dreamed of living abroad. As a child, I was fascinated
by my aunt, a researcher who lived in Philadelphia and spent
her time traveling the world for conferences. I was also following the example of my sister, who went to live in New York
City before moving to Singapore. She advised me to try my luck
in Hong Kong and helped me rework my CV to give me the best
chance in Asia - and it worked! The quality of life, the magical
weekends in Thailand and Bali, the climate and a safe feeling
were what won me over in the end...

every month - to Jaipur in India to check production, to Paris

do you remember your early days there?
It was the gruelling heat that particularly made its mark on me.
Summer lasts nine months here: in September it’s 35 degrees
with 98% humidity. You can't live without air conditioning, the
scaffolding is made of bamboo, chicken feet are eaten for breakfast, everything is open 24 hours a day and people will run
after you if you leave your smartphone somewhere. On the other
hand, Hong Kong people don’t say hello. That all adds up to a
bit of a culture shock and it took me a few weeks to acclimatise.

for Fashion Weeks to meet our partners or to Japan for sales
events. To adapt to the global pandemic, we launched our
e-commerce site a few months ago.

how would you describe hong kong?
It's hard to sum up such a vast place in a few words, but
Hong Kong is full of paradoxes: it never sleeps yet it’s still
very peaceful. You can work there, party there, you can reach
the beaches and the mountains from the city for less than
three euros by taxi, you are surrounded by nature, the bay is
completely magical. All year round, we spend our free time
outside: on boats, hiking in the mountains, wild camping or
enjoying brunch with breathtaking views - from the 120th floor
of the ICC tower for example. The year is also punctuated by
big events such as the Chinese New Year, the Rugby Sevens,
the dragon boat races or trail running races.

are there no downsides?

eight years after your arrival, what job do you do?

Quite the contrary, Hong Kong is still a big city and the people

I joined a family business, a prestigious jewellery brand,
where I have a varied role as Sales & Marketing Director.
I am in charge of the jewellers reselling our brand in Japan,

are not particularly welcoming. It’s difficult to make friends
with the locals and cultural differences soon become apparent.
But that’s nothing compared with all the city has to offer.

international

you’ve been running the iéseg network
club in hong kong for several years.
why and what should we know about it?
When I arrived, the club was run by a
graduate who organised regular events.
The first one I attended attracted a lot
of people and I really appreciated the
opportunity to meet alumni of all generations, in the same situation and facing
the same issues as me. A friend suggested
I take over the club a few months later
and I accepted. At the time, I worked in
events and it was easy for me to organise
functions in places I worked with.

what does the iéseg
network mean for you?
The Network is aptly named: it puts people
from IÉSEG in touch with one another,
so they can meet up and forge strong ties
and not just for business. It’s all about mutual help, you can always count on a fellow
graduate to support you on a personal
or professional level. We have made sure
this way of working and this spirit thrives
in our Hong Kong Club. It welcomes
a lot of exchange students and interns,
so turnover is high. There must be around
20 people from IÉSEG at the moment and
there’s no doubt that number will grow as
the years go by.

do you keep in touch between events?
Yes, especially via WhatsApp. It’s very

ricky young
passing on his passion

business opportunities or upcoming
meetings. We also receive lots of messages
from IÉSEG alumni asking us for advice
on moving over and finding a first job.

on that subject, what are your
tips for a successful move abroad?
Get started by joining our club! There
will always be a helpful person on hand
to point you in the right direction. In my
case, I was lucky enough to get my first
job while in France via the French Hong
Kong Chamber of Commerce. Everyone
speaks English here, so you won't find
there’s a language barrier. Right now,
COVID is forcing everyone to go into

Credit: Ricky Young

“quality of life, heavenly
weekends, great climate,
security and business
opportunities: hong kong
is a real paradise…”.

quarantine for 21 days in a hotel at
their own expense and you need to
have a valid work visa. Remember that
the French community is very large (there
are nearly 30,000 French people here).

Born in Hong Kong, Ricky Young spent four
particularly rewarding years in France where
he gained an MIB in 2015. Once back home,
he turned a passion for French culture into his job.

There are several French schools, a district
nicknamed Little Paris, a consulate, etc.
Start knocking on doors... and building
your network ASAP.

looking back, how did your
iéseg training help you?

how did your career begin?

It allowed to meet some exceptional
people, to spend time abroad in Asia,
to improve my English and my Spanish,
to get internships at large well-known
companies and to help me break into the
business world. On a more personal level,
I met my husband, who was in the same
class as me, and who took on the crazy
challenge of following me eight years ago.
We have two adorable little girls and are
expecting our third child in 2021!

jobs at the University of Hong Kong (Assistant Manager,

Since leaving IÉSEG, I have had lots of interesting
Corporate Development Manager, Marketing Director,
etc.). Today, I have two complementary roles that are
each rewarding in their own way: I teach French and
French culture at the University of Hong Kong, but
also at the Diocesan Boy's School, and I give lessons in
French culture and cooking at Towngas Cooking Centre.

why did you decide to come back
to hong kong to pass on french culture?
I came back in January 2014 to be with my family.
Being on the other side of the world, you quickly realise
the importance of your roots and where you come from.
I have travelled a lot but this is where I really feel
at home! Coming back after a long time away I went
through what is known as "Reverse Culture Shock": I had
to get used to being in a crowded city again and life on
the run. In terms of passing things on, the spirit of sharing
has always been part of my values and I am proud to be
able to introduce "the French art of living" to my fellow
countrymen. Hong Kong people particularly appreciate
French pastries, gastronomy and fashion. They have a bit
more trouble with the French language which is known
to be one of the most difficult to learn!

@ More information:
aure.guignard@gmail.com

convenient for chatting about Hong Kong,

what should you bear in mind before
thinking about a posting in hong kong?
It’s essential to speak good English: everyone understands
it and you can always get by here with a solid foundation.
To go one step further, I would advise you to learn
Cantonese once you get there. This will open new doors
and allow you to feel more integrated. Also remember
to put some money aside upfront as everyday life is quite
expensive here, not to mention some of the highest rents
in the world. Finally, try to be as open-minded as possible:
culturally speaking, there are some wide gaps between
what is already familiar, but you can learn a lot from the

Aurélie’s not joking when she
talks about magical landscapes…

Credit: Nicolas Petit

locals just as they have a lot to learn from you.

@ More information: rickyyoungwk@gmail.com
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24h with

arnaud collette
plugged into the network

Credit: Arnaud Collette
and Boulanger

Arnaud Collette (Grande École 1992) has a busy life in which the IÉSEG community continues to play a big part,
both professionally and personally. The School gave him more than just an education, it acted as a springboard for his
career and helped him forge lasting friendships. He takes us through a typical day in December during the second lockdown an unprecedented time full of challenges when being adaptable was key.

iéseg through and through
Arnaud himself says the IÉSEG
Network was the making of him!
A slightly reserved, solitary boy,
who spent his time drawing
comic strips, he joined a class
full of fun, friendly characters
and so began the five best years
of his life. It was at the School
that he also met Agathe, who a
few years later would become
his wife...
The CAB evenings (where he
sang Carmen), Prestige (where
he ran the bar) and the PIB
(where he wrote and drew)
allowed him to forge firm
friendships that are still going
strong today. He got three
of his business breaks thanks
to the IÉSEG Network and he
remains very attached to the
School to this day, so much
so that he recently organised
the 25th anniversary reunion
of his year group.
His creative streak has never
left him, whether it be painting,
singing or writing (he has three
novels under his belt and a
highly recommended personal
development guide: “WAKE UP”).
One of his greatest joys is his
four children, the eldest of
whom is at IÉSEG! The Network
is growing...

@ More information:
www.thebookedition.com

6.30am
stare, readjust my pillows and settle
down for a 15-minute meditation.
While having breakfast, I grab my
phone for a chat with the homeless
charity I support, “les Soldats du
Sourire” (pictured right). My son sends

connection service being offered there
is paying off. Pascale and I were in the
same year at IÉSEG and before saying
goodbye we catch up with news about
the class of 1992.

me an article on artificial intelligence -

11am

the subject of his IÉSEG thesis. I think
about the School for the first time

It’s hard to escape memories of IÉSEG

today, but it won't be the last...

in the meeting that follows. As part of
a study of promising new markets for

9am
I arrive at Boulanger's headquarters in
Lesquin. The futuristic building whose
vast public areas are usually teeming
with life is almost deserted during the
pandemic. Every morning my routine
is the same: sorting my emails, organising the day and analysing the pre-

the brand, I have been looking into the
subject of cookery and cookery workshops with Christophe and Sandrine,
who were both at IÉSEG on the
“Shop Manager Expert Programme”.
On the way out the room, I say hello
to Etienne, our General Manager.
I'll let you guess where he trained...

vious day's turnover. My work revolves

12.30pm

around market intelligence and monitoring, particularly of our city centre

I go home for lunch. The lockdown has

Boulanger shops and concessions.

put an end to most lunchtime meetings

I grab a coffee and get started!

which gives me time for a welcome
break. I’m doubly in luck - my daughter’s

10am
The first meeting of the day. Pascale
and I take stock of the innovative
services being rolled out in the brand's
latest flagship store in Marseille
city centre. The TV installation and
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2pm
The lockdown has seen a big boom

The alarm goes off, I give it a hard

school canteen is shut so we have
lunch together. Out of the corner of
my eye I admire the XXL Christmas
tree she has chosen on a whim.
We take a souvenir selfie and I drop
her back at school
.

in Boulanger's online business and
the customer services department is
overwhelmed. Everyone is pitching in
to help. My job is to organise a teleconference for supervisors about energy.

4pm
Due to the lockdown, I host the weekly
team meeting from home. It’s an
opportunity to take stock of what’s
been happening and our results.
Our city centre shops are doing well
at the end of the year so our efforts
have been rewarded. But IÉSEG
is never far from my thoughts:
My colleague Antoine is a graduate.
I end the day by dealing with emails
and a few final urgent matters.

8pm
A Zoom aperitif for my friend Yannick’s
birthday. He manages the Belgian
branch of Boulanger and is also an
IÉSEG graduate. Two hours later, I relax
in bed with an excellent comic book:
“Un Grand Bourgogne Oublié”. The
author is Hervé, a friend from IÉSEG.
Like all the best people!

@ More information
arnaud.collette@outlook.fr and
“les soldats du sourire” on Facebook

Credit: Julia Castel

focus on careers

Yegan moves out of the shadows
and into the light for IÉS! readers.

yegan mazandarani
together, we go further
Where will Yegan Mazandarani (Grande École 2017) stop? The fashion designer, musician and photographer
throws himself into everything he does with a sense of curiosity and a collaborative approach. His latest
photographic project has taken off thanks to the involvement and generosity of the IÉSEG Network...

Career path
Yegan had barely
graduated when he
found himself running
his own clothing brand
and an electronic music
label! He then set up
a design studio which
allowed him to develop
six new entities.
In between two projects
in the Middle East,
he went to Donbass
in Ukraine to document
the war unfolding there.
Two years of work led
to him publishing his
book “Parias", which
was then produced
with augmented reality
with help from an IÉSEG
graduate.

how did your passion for photography come about?

to "augment" my book with his company Argo. Augmented reality

In my second year at IÉSEG, I studied the list of countries where

consists of making a physical medium interactive so you can

I could go on an exchange and, somewhat on a whim, chose one

access videos or additional content. I had already thought

of the most far-flung: Kazakhstan. Before I left, I bought my very

about doing this in the past but it is expensive, both in term

first camera and then started to write a travel diary with photos

of time and materials. Meeting Pierre and getting his generous

and text extracts. In the years which followed, I met several

help saved me a few years. I enjoyed the experience so much

important people that made me want to improve my work.

that my next project will be designed for augmented reality.

how did you go from being an amateur to going professional?

what role does social media play in your profession?

You don't wake up one morning saying to yourself "That's it, I'm

I had a lot of faith in its power when I left School and it still

a real professional!" You have to train, study, listen, understand,

attracts plenty of interest, but with a few years hindsight, I can

etc. For me, it was a bit of a sham to start with... which worked

also see the undesirable effects and the waste of time it can

out rather well! While I was studying, I launched my own clothing

represent. Being a part of this mass of images is complicated

brand and needed to photograph my first collection. As the

and I prefer not to spend too much energy on it. I focus instead

old saying goes - if you want a job doing properly, do it yourself!

on real connections such as the ones I have with Pierre and my

A friend spotted my work and asked me if I was a professional;

readers and on the quality of my work because I am convinced

I said yes! I borrowed some equipment and after a test I was

that this will have more impact than social media. Nowadays,

hired by a small agency for luxury commercial photography.

my business network is undoubtedly one of my greatest assets in
my work, since it has enabled me to get help, training and advice.

last year, iéseg network took an interest
in your latest project “parias” and shared it
on its social media. what did you get from this publicity?
I had lots of feedback, including from Pierre Bouaissier
de Bernouis (Grande École 2011) who offered to meet me

Many alumni have been following what I have been doing and
I also take pleasure in following the many entrepreneurs who
have come out of IÉSEG.

@ More information: www.yegan-mazandarani.com
yegan@sauvage-paris.com - Instagram @yeganmazandarani
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analysis

caroline vannier
“you must give in
order to receive…”
Take a look around you: there are few industries that have not been
impacted by the COVID crisis. Everyone has had to adapt and change the
way they work. A perfect example of this is the recruitment industry, which
in spite of everything is still a source of opportunities. At times like this,
Caroline Vannier (Grande École 2005) knows one thing for sure: having a
great network is essential if you want to stay ahead in the game. Read on
for analysis and advice from the regional director of the Badenoch + Clark
office in Lille.

It is a consultancy firm for recruitment,
interim management and the assessment
of senior executives and managers.
Since 2011, we have been supporting our
partners via our seven offices in France
and 40 in Europe. We are committed to
understanding the issues and expectations
of our candidates, clients and prospective
clients so we can advise them in the best
possible way. Since November 2020, I have
been working to develop the Lille office as
regional director.

how do you define a network
and what makes a good network?
A network brings together all our personal
or professional relationships and can have
several objectives: to accelerate or create
new opportunities, to share ideas, find
people to work with or meet partners etc.
A good network is quite simply one which
is active! It should be made up of longstanding relationships, characterised by
mutual help, sharing and regular contact.

we recommend that students start
to establish their network as early
as possible. would you agree and
what are the mistakes to avoid?
I strongly advise that you start building
your network before your first job, but you
have to be careful how you approach it
and not ask just anyone at any time! For me,
the best way to network is to take your time

“networking is not
just about clicking on
linkedin. nothing beats
face-to-face contact
and real interaction…”
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and work on the basis of recommendation.
I like to use the following example: walking
into a bookshop and confronted by shelves
full of books, I might go for the one that
seems to best meet my expectations, but
without really being sure. If, on the other
hand, a friend has recommended a book to
me, I will be able to make my choice much
more quickly and easily. It's exactly the
same with professional recommendations:
it’s easier to get in touch with a person
if someone has talked to them about us...

how do you go about it when
you are just starting out?
You have to rely on your existing network,
namely friends, family and school connections who will then introduce you to their
networks. You should also be active on
professional social networks, keep your
profile up-to-date, like posts by your
contacts, share and produce content.
Be careful though: networking is not just
about clicking on LinkedIn because nothing
beats face-to-face contact and interaction,
which is more authentic. For example,
you could go to trade shows or take part
in conferences. At this type of event, the
speakers are very busy, so you need to be
quite brief and keep it snappy.

once you've started building
your network, how do you maintain it?
Some people take an opportunistic
approach and want to have as many
contacts as possible, hoping to get
something in return. To my way of
thinking, good networking is the exact
opposite! You should be giving something,
advising and sharing before receiving
something in return. The more you listen,
the more you offer your help and the more
you build trust with the members of your
network, the more likely they will be
inclined to support you when you need it.

Credit: IÉSEG

what can you tell us about badenoch +
clark and what is your role?

Caroline Vannier recommends starting
to build your network before you start work.

Credit: IÉSEG

analysis

While waiting for another event of this kind, the world of recruitment
has changed the way it works thanks to the digital tools available.

Keeping in touch is also essential. At the end of a conference, an event or
an interview, remember to thank and update those who gave you their time.
With networking you need to play the long game.

the covid-19 crisis has disrupted face-to-face meetings and professional
interaction. what consequences has it had on the recruitment market?
We have all been rocked by the pandemic and have seen a marked slowdown in the number of people being recruited since it began in March.
Despite everything, the health crisis has increased requirements in certain
sectors such as health, social welfare and personal care, but also in the food
trade and agricultural sector, among others. Its impact has been less severe
on big companies which are more financially sound, than on smaller structures which will take time to recover. Smaller companies have been forced
to review their personnel investment strategy and prioritise recruitment
based on their cash flow.

your method of recruiting has also had to change…
Career path
Caroline Vannier began
her career in recruitment
after graduating in 2005.
She worked for ten years
as a consultant at various
head hunting and direct
approach firms. She
specialised in recruiting
senior executives in the
healthcare sector and
then in the retail and
consumer goods sector.
In 2013, she set up her
own consultancy-oriented
business specialising
in “well-being at work”,
before joining a distribution company as sales
manager within the
Incentive division.
She joined Badenoch +
Clark in November 2020
and became regional
director of the Lille
Office.

Yes, you’re right! We have had to adapt and change our approach methodology: videoconferencing has become more common even though ours is
a profession of face-to-face meetings and contacts. And on that subject,
even in a videoconference, remember to dress as if you were attending
a classic interview! The pandemic has also revealed the importance of
soft skills among candidates: we’re no longer just looking for a technician,
but also for a personality. The job market young graduates are entering
is an unprecedented one: I think the work-study program is a real asset
for staying ahead of the game.

what do you see as the strengths of iéseg graduates?
What I like about the IÉSEG network is the quality of the candidates. I am
never disappointed! They have a real team spirit, good summarising and
analytical skills and have an operational dimension, but also a strategic
one. I mainly recruit members of the Management Committee or candidates
with the potential to evolve in the short or medium-term towards this
type of role: IÉSEG graduates are perfectly suited to these requirements!

@ More information: www.badenochandclark.com
caroline.vannier@badenochandclark.fr
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the network

our graduates are on the move!

births and weddings

There are some of new jobs our graduates have moved into
over the last few months. Congratulations to all of them!

It’s good to share all our graduates’ great moments,
send them to l.noel@ieseg.fr. You’ll get a little
surprise from us!
births
Grande École 2008 –
Emrys, son of Maxime Abarnou
and his companion Aurélie,
born October 15, 2020.

renaud kaeppelin (grande
école 2006) is the new
Deputy CFO BU Smart &
Environmental Solutions
at SUEZ.

marie-camille caekaert
(grande école 2010) has
been named Team Leader
Professional Services South
Europe at Hootsuite.

Grande École 2009 – Joséphine,
daughter of Adeline Motte
Cholé and Charles Antoine
Cholé, born November 16, 2020.
Grande École 2009 – Gabriel,
son of Aurélien Podvin and
Ariane Jacotot, born June 9, 2020.
Grande École 2012 – Théa,
daughter of Pauline Lefeuvre,
born October 26, 2020.
Grande École 2013 – Jeanne,
daughter of Julien Dubar and
Elise Angenot, born September
24, 2020.

margaux cantais jacta
(grande école 2012)
is Global SEO & UX Manager
at Groupe SEB.

céline vienne designolle
(grande école 2010) is Product
Marketing Manager at Groupement Les Mousquetaires.

Grande École 2014 – Raphaëlle,
daughter of Alix and Martin
Sauvestre, born June 29, 2020.
Grande École 2015 – Valentine,
daughter of Jonas Maurath,
born September 26, 2020.
Grande École 2016 – Henri,
son of Eugénie Santo and
Pierre Demurger, born
October 9, 2020.
Grande École 2016/2017 –
Joseph, son of Amélie Colson
and Rodolphe Debacker,
born April 15, 2020.

wedding
Grande École 2016 – Fleur
Richard-Tixier and Matthieu de
Belloy, September 19, 2020.

valentine biemans (grande
école 2015) is now Humans
Resources Officer at Gen II
Fund Services in Luxembourg.

arnaud van coppenolle
(grande école 2015) is the
new Head of QSR International - EMEA, APAC & LATAM
at The Kraft Heinz Company.
Maxime, son of Emilie Chambaud (Grande École
2008) and Vincent Cuvillier (Grande École 2007).

social media: follow us!
To ensure you don’t miss any IÉSEG Network
news between two issues of IÉS! see our social
philippe gibeaux (grande
école 1992) is director

aurélien podvin (grande
école 2009) is Director -

of Retirement Savings
& Construction Sector.

Solution Sales, Continental
Europe at IHS Markit.
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media: LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram @iesegnetwork

the network

stay in touch to forge ahead

Credit: Amélie Aufaure

Credit: IÉSEG Network

catalogue of good vibes

The IÉSEG Christmas catalogue proved to be more than
just a great way to find the perfect gift. It also brought
a warm feeling and a sense of pride to many alumni.

It’s a well-known fact that nothing beats have a chat and comparing experiences with people who’ve done the same training
as you to help you look ahead and move your ideas forward...

Sent out by post to 5,500 alumni and to the entire IÉSEG community
in digital format, the 2020 catalogue put a big smile on many faces,
including Amélie Aufaure (Grande École 2017): “What a pleasure
it is to browse through! In these difficult times, an initiative like
this is appreciated more than ever. It’s very inspiring to hear about
all these projects from IÉSEG entrepreneurs.” Athéna Montuoro
(Grande École 2013) felt exactly the same: "Bravo for the quality,
I'm a huge fan and I was quick to share it with all my family. I love
seeing the creativity of alumni, it reminds us that our training opens
so many doors in all directions. It made me want to place an order!”
Roll on the 2021 edition!

This is the idea behind “Graduate’s Talks”, led by master student
Henri Hecquet. The idea is to invite an IÉSEG graduate to talk about
his career, give welcome advice and help students envisage how
their own professional life might look in the future. "The information
available to students and what they learn on their courses give a
first glimpse of the kind of opportunities on offer, but hearing it from
someone who was in their shoes a few years ago has quite a different
impact,” said Henri. Vincent Cuvillier, CEO at Cellnex France and
President of IÉSEG Network, and Jérémy Charoy, ex-CEO of Lalalab,
were the first of a long series of guests.
@ More information: v.pellegrino@ieseg.fr

@ More information: a.lamonaca@ieseg.fr

join the club!

Four generations of IÉSEG Network presidents!

Credit: Théo Robache

Credit: IÉSEG Network

celebrating 50 years together

The IÉSEG Network for alumni came into being in 1971
and 50 years later, there’s one thing that has not changed:
your warm feelings for it!

There’s good news: the IÉSEG Entrepreneurs Club is back
in business thanks to the hard work of Théo Robache,
Antoine Elias and Nicolas Maire. So what are you waiting for?

Did you know that until 2008, the association was managed by
volunteers who took turns to provide a service that fitted in with the
daily life of the alumni? In that year, the introduction of the lifetime
membership made it possible to take on Claude Baco, who was quickly
joined by Laëtitia Dugrain Noël. Today, IÉSEG Network is a team
of five employees, and hundreds of volunteers (administrators, club
leaders around the world, etc.) who work hard every day to support
its 12,000 alumni. We are giving you a chance to meet up throughout
the year to celebrate this half-century because it’s thanks to each
of you that we are here today and it is together that we will rise the
challenges of the next 50 years!

“Many students and alumni want to start a business without
knowing where to begin. We are there to help them, spur them
on and lend a hand,” said Théo Robache (Grande École 2016),
who trains people in public speaking. Getting to know one another
better, creating links between IÉSEG entrepreneurs, helping each
other by sharing advice and tips, networking to create new business
opportunities, but also promoting entrepreneurship in all its forms:
these are all reasons to join this club whose first online event took
place on January 26. Théo, Antoine and Nicolas said: “It’s open to all
entrepreneurs, whatever their age, experience and whatever stage
their project is at.” Consider yourselves told!

@ More information: l.noel@ieseg.fr

@ More information: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8985071
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